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Version 10 2020 

This pack is designed to be of help to new members of 
Dee Sailing Club  wishing to join the cruising fleet.  It 
is only a guide and consists of personal opinions and 
preferences. None of the chart information provided 
should be used for navigation purposes. 

As a new or existing  member 

We can make this pack better the more people add or 
suggest changes we could make. 

It is important that we are able to give as much 
information as possible to new members so as to 
make settling into the club easy and enjoyable. 
Hopefully this pack will provide you with the 
information that helps you become an active and 
valuable member  
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Who’s Who 
The following information relates mainly to the Cruising 
Fleet, providing information and contact details of those 
people who will be able to help or direct you to the most 
appropriate person who can help you in answering any 
queries you may have about the club, mooring and sailing 
in the area.  

Cruiser Captain 
Cruiser Captains are responsible for liaising with the 
General and Sailing Committees. They set the sailing 
calendar for the year, arrange events, training and see 
to all matters concerning Cruisers. 

Contact Details 

Duncan Swinson  tel: 07785 381667 
cruisercaptain@dee-sc.co.uk 

Communication methods 

https://m.facebook.com/groups/
319349998251182? 

Text Duncan for WhatsApp  on 
07785 381667 or  myself  on 
07515339619 for sailing      
activities only using WhatsApp. 

Cruisers Shared Drive  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1T47yS3RkLP4Oiq1ceIZ6jz4KvRawGIuZ?
usp=sharing 

Web site https://www.dee-sc.co.uk 

Dee Cruisers  DSC Group Number:MMSI 023200181 

Mooring Officer: Mike Noonan  
Mikenoonan@hotmail.co.uk 
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Commodore 

Lee Matthews  

Elected 2020 

commodore@dee-sc.co.uk 

Club Captain 

Andy Nash 

Elected 2018 

Boat Storage, equipment 
maintenance of ribs and tractors 
and yard logistics.  

Contact details:  

Tel:                                    
Email captain@dee-sc.co.uk 

Bar Manager 

Angie 

Keeping the bar well stocked 
and providing food. Along with 
volunteers Angie is your host 
and is always keen to make 
sure people are welcome, fed, 
and watered, especially for 
club events. 

The bar is avai lab le for 
functions and parties when 
booked in advance through the 
house committee. Angie will 
help you arrange things. 

Contact Details 

Tel: 07722023233  

Email : Angie.nash@ymail.com 
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Members’ choice of craft suitable for sailing 
and mooring in the area 

In the words of a wise man and ex Cruiser Captain “ We 
don’t choose boats they choose us” based on the size 
of our pockets or purses  and what is available at the 
time we want a boat tends to be why we end up with 
what we have. Rarely do we have the luxury of buying 
the boat that will suit all our needs including the money 
we have available.   

Below club members Boats 

Vivacity 20, Dockrell 22, Falcon, Foxcub 18, Hunter Medina 20, Hunter Ranger 245, Hurley 20, 
Hurley 22, Jaguar 21, Kestrel 22, Leisure 17 and 20 Lysander 19, Pandora 19, Silhouette MkII  
17, Seal 22, Moody Seawhych , Sunray 21, Hunter Delta, Hunter 23, Hunter 19, Westerley 22, 
Westerley 21 Westerley Pageant, and a Westerley Spirit.  

Boat Storage  DSC has an extensive storage area, mainly in the back field 
of the club with water and electric facilities. Storage charges need to be paid 
each year. You may work on your boat boat but it is your responsibility to 
keep your area clean and tidy.  

We have a container where useful tools, and equipment can be stored or left 
for others to use. it is important this is kept clean and tidy. 

We also have the Dunkin a 4 ton rated Boat lift for taking boats on and off the 
beach and for repairs. 

Boats most suitable for our moorings are those that will rest on the mud without falling over. Bilge 
Keels are favourite with a metre thereabouts or less for the draught. Lifting keels are ok but risk 
being clogged with mud (will usually last a season) before cleaning. 

Favourites in the Club: Hurleys 20, & 22 . Well known, well built coastal cruiser with excellent sea 
keeping qualities. Westerlies 21, Pageant, and spirit 25 
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Hurley 22 Westerley Pageant
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PLEASE NOTE 

Boats may only be stored at the club for use only. If 
you do not sail your boat within a 6 month period you 
must notify General Committee why you have not 
sailed this year. Failure to sail in a year may result in 
being charged a commercial rate weekly charge for 
leaving your boat / trailer at the club. 
Your boat must have a trailer and be accessible to the 
club captain who needs to move boats around from 
time to time.  
Cruising Area
The Dee estuary on a beautiful day, with a high tide and a suitable breeze, is one of the best 
sailing areas in the North West. Sheltered by the Welsh hills  on one side, which lifts the rain 
overhead and drops it on Liverpool or Manchester; and the Wirral on the other side, providing 
pleasant low lying hills with no industry or high rise  to pollute the views.  We have Hilbre, a 
pleasant island with lots of wild life within easy sailing distance, providing a good trip for a full day 
of sailing; or a quick trip around and back to the club on a suitable tide. 

The down side is getting to the moorings at low tide. It is important that you purchase some 
waders; wellingtons will do but it is important they are a tight fit! I find if you don’t know the area it 
is easy to get stuck in the mud; some people use a stick to guide them and ensure a safe 
passage. Alternatives are a small tender of your own, or see if anyone else has available spaces. 
For the return journey (on a race day) you can always attract the safety boats by displaying a 
square orange flag (these can be purchased from Greg Cooper for the grand sum of a £1 Tel: 
07855507132) and they will pick you and your crew up to transport you to the beach. It is 
important that you balance the RIB and ensure you keep your luggage light. You will also need to 
wear your waders for the trip back, as the RIB will deposit you knee-deep in water. 

As a rule of thumb we say, to be on the safe side, that you need 
to walk out 3.5 hours before high tide to get to the furthest 
mooring, giving plenty of time to  prepare the boat in time for 
casting off. The ‘tide race’ can be quite fast and catch people 
unaware if not prepared. There are three sets of moorings, one 
before a deep channel, which is always filled with water, 
moorings in the channel itself, and moorings on the other side of 
the channel.  

Those shore-side of the channel are relatively easy to access, 
which means unwanted guests can also visit your boat. Those in the channel are slightly more 
difficult to access, and timing to arrive at the boats before the channel fills is important. Similarly, 
those across the channel have to ensure that they have enough time to cross the channel before 
it gets too deep. The walk out can take anything up to 15 minutes depending on the equipment 
weight you are carrying and the route you choose.Tides can reach up to 3 Knts. 

It is  advisable people take at least a mobile phone with them if they are going out alone. A 
marine hand held would also be helpful 
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In addition to the main navigation buoys the area has a number of cans positioned by the club as 
well as those put out by West Kirby Sailing Club 

Navigation buoys listed on charts starting from Flint Sands 53 
15.443N  3 7.807 W [G BN FL G] shape pile topmark green cone 
point up. 

Welsh side : Port of Mostyn a buoyed channel takes you out of the 
Estuary even at low water.  

On the Wirral side there are no buoys until you reach HE4 53 
22.316N  3 14.293W  [G] green lateral buoy conical shape. This 
marks Welshmans Gut.  Within sight at 53 23.000N  3 13.715W 

there is a red flashing buoy [FL 
R 3S 5M] Marking Hilbre main 
island. Hilbre can also be 
identified by a 30mt beacon 
within the same channel on 
Welshman’s Gut side there is a 
Special Purpose buoy 53 23.100 N  3 14.400W  [Y FL(5) 
20S Wave]  continuing out to sea  course 211 degrees you 
will see  HE3  53 24.662  3 12.880 W  [G QG]   .4 NM further 
is HE2 53 25.125 N  3 12.961W  [BYB Q(3) 10S]  replaced 
with green cone mark 2010   Heading  293 degrees you will 
see  distance 3.3 NM HE1 [YBY Q(9) 15S]   

Other key buoys  are  Salisbury Middle  53 21.304N  3 
16.383 W   [R FL (3) R 10 S] and Dee this is a cardinal buoy  
53 21.970 N  3 18.671W  [YB Q(6)+ LFL 15S] 

The above information is taken from UK and Holland digital 
charts 2012, and should only be used as a guide. 

Currently there are talks to abandon some of the Key buoys such as HE2 and HE4 

The following information is provided by Greg Cooper and should only be used as a guide: 

Finding those elusive race cans:- If you draw a line between D1 and Shore Cottage it passes 
through the complex of five buoys round the Middle Deep gap. Similarly as you cannot see the 
buoys from D1 steer for Shore Cottage. If you keep on this line (Check aft to make sure the tide 
has not swept you off track) you should pass close to WKSC mark SWC (South West Corner) an 
orange/Black barrel with upturned bucket on top, hopefully on your Port side. The Spherical 
yellow “C” (Corner) buoy is close by. You now have three to choose from. D2 (Large Red Pillar 
buoy) is to the right in the distance which leaves two, both look reddish at a distance. The right 
hand one should be a red can SWC (Yes another one!) marking the present end of the sand spit 
(Two hours either side of HW you can ignore this) and the left hand one is Middle Deep (A). A 
ninety degree turn to port round this should now send you along the channel with green/black 
markers appearing at intervals to starboard. If you have to tack down the channel at this point it 
helps to know where the Caldy Curve is because at the apex is Lime Wharf. Identify in the 
distance the black blob of WKSC’s start boat it’s the one in the distance nearest Dee SC. Around 
this boat there are three distance marks for their start lines and one of them is orange but the one 
you want is to the right by two hundred yards. 

Local point:- Shore Cottage/Sally’s Cottage both are correct. Shore Cottage is the postal address 
and an elderly lady called Sally lived in one half of the building in the 1950’s and served teas to 
hikers. Please make sure you get the most up to date chart for the current year. 
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How do you go about fixing up a mooring  ?         

Contact the Mooring Officer: Mike Noonan email :mikenoonan@hotmail.co.uk 

Laying Moorings: 

Mooring space is limited and it would be appreciated if any DSC member wishing to lay a 
mooring at Thurstaston would consult the Cruising Fleet Captain in the first instance who will 
liaise with interested parties and provide contacts for practical assistance. The following 
information is provided by way of suggestion only and it remains the responsibility of every boat 
owner to ensure that his/her boat is safely moored. Neither the club nor its Officers accepts 
liability for any of the following information or for any arrangements made for mooring any boat. 

Direction             Legs should be laid SE-NW. 
Anchors  Home made varieties should be treated with great caution. 
Wiring All shackles should be wired with mild steel galvanised wire. Pennant shackles should be 
replaced annually. 
Swivels Replaced every two years. If a boat is lying to a rope strop and a pennant 

buoy, the  swivel should be placed at the top of the pennant above the 
buoy connection. 

Strops The tucks on the thimble end of a rope strop should be wired and heat 
fused. the strop must be served at the fair-lead point. 

Snatch Occurs when ground chains are buried. A car tyre (with the interior bracing 
wires cut) can be shackled to a bight in the pennant and is very effective. 

Inspection  
Regular checking is vitally important and mooring should be inspected every two months at 
least. Points to look out for are as follow. 

 1) Wear in the chain links especially the top 12ft of pennant. 

 2) Wear in the shackle pins, threads and wiring and particularly in the swivel. 

 3) Chafe in the strop at the roller or fair-lead point.   

 

 

Area for placing moorings :  
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DSC designated Mooring area.  

Boat Length Up to 22ft 23 to 25 ft

Weight 1.5 ton 3.5 ton

Ground Chain 1/2” or 1.2cm 
diameter

5/8” or 1.5cm dia

Leg length 2x50ft or 2x15.24m 2x60 or 18.3m 

Anchor Half Fisherman or other approved anchor e.g Danforth

Anchor weight 50lb or 22.68kg 
each

80lb pr 36.29kg each

Penant inc rope strop 35 to40’or10.6 to 
12.2m

40 to45’ or 
12.2to13.7m

Penant chain size 10’ 
3.5m from the ground

5/8” or 14mm dia 7/8” or 20mm dia

Remaining length 3/8” or .96cm 1/2” or 1.27cm

Shackle size - to or larger than chain 
size

Swivel Size 5/8” or 14mm 7/8” or20mm

Strop polypropylene/
nylon rope

25mm or bigger if 
you can with 
Neoprene or

similar tube over the 
bow roller 
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Is there room for another boat, on a mooring  and ashore?  
                                                                         
Moorings are the responsibility of the owner. Captain Andy is the person to  ask if there is 
space ashore.

How do you launch and recover ? 

Usually launching and recovering take place at an agreed time of the 
year: March onwards  for Launching and end of September for recovery.  
If launching and recovering with others, ex Captain Mark and assistants 
take all trailers to and from the beach. It is the responsibility of the owner 
to make sure the boat is secure on the trailer for transport and there is a 
floating marker left on the trailer so when submerged, sailing vessels are 
aware of the hidden danger. 

Through the hard work of its members and Duncan’s Swinson’s design 
now own a substantial boat lift making launching and recovery of boats up to 4 ton far easier and 
quicker.  

It is customary to leave a token gesture behind the bar for Mark’s service. You can always 
arrange with Mark a time suitable to yourself if you need to launch or recover outside of agreed 
launch and recover dates. 

Contact details for Captain Mark: Tel: 07775 287660 Email captain@dee-sc.co.uk 

ALL SAILORS ARE ASKED TO WRITE DOWN THE NAME OF THEIR BOAT AND 
CREW ON THE NOTICE BOARD AT THE FRONT OF THE CLUB HOUSE BEFORE 
GOING OUT AND DELETE ON RETURN 

How do people typically get on and off their boats ? 

There are three common ways: 

1. Walk to mooring (waders or good fitting wellingtons essential). Lifts 
back are often provided by the rescue fleet on race days providing you 
hoist a square orange flag when ready to leave. 

2. Own a tender or get a lift off someone who does. The Club has a 
tender with oars but no engine. 

3. On some occasions the rescue crew will drop people off if you 
arrange in advance to bee on the causeway at an agreed time 

Coming off your boat, hopefully after a pleasant sail. If you fly an 
Orange  Flag (purchased of Greg Cooper for £1) the rescue crew will 
pick you up when ready. 

How long do you get either side of High Water                  
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  Depending on the draught of your   boat and where you are moored will determine on how long 
you have sailing either side of high water. It is possible to get a good 3 hours sailing, but it’s 
important to remember that the channel is the only water suitable for heading back to the 
moorings as the sandbanks dry out very quickly. 

What is the security like on the moorings? 
On the mooring there have been few break ins but this also depends on what side of the channel  
you are on and how close to shore you are. 
On land there have been a few break ins during 2012 and 2013, mainly people using the boats to 
sleep in. causing unnecessary damage. 

IF YOU THINK OF ANY QUESTIONS THIS  SECTION CAN ALWAYS BE UPDATED 

Safety
Safety in sailing is key and this section is not about to advise you of all you need to know with 
regard to safety and sailing. You should undergo training e.g. RYA,  for that or read books that 
specialise in this area.  

Safety is a personal decision and something where opinions are varied and divided. Your safety 
and that of your crew is paramount. The quote that always springs to mind when looking at safety 
is “You can spend thousands of pounds on equipment you pray will never be used” 

This section will cover the basics that will help you when sailing in the area whilst looking at who 
is available to assist if required.   

My essential safety kit in no particular order of importance:  life jackets for all sailors,  hand held 
or fixed radio (for which it is best you receive training and obtain  a license ). Good quality knife 
easy to open with one hand and that has very sharp blade. (a fixed blade knife needs to be in a 

quick release pouch and easy to access wherever kept).  A 
fire extinguisher dry powder fully charged. Whistle attached to  
life jacket, hand held white day flare, red rocket flare, yellow 
smoke flare, LED torch fully charged (I also like to use a head 
LED torch which is useful when needing both hands),  spare 
rope and good fenders, fresh water, Mars bars or equivalent. 
Basic toolkit consisting of: the essential shackles and shackle 
spanner. Spare spark plug, Gaffa tape (life saver), if you have 
sea cocks  you should have wooden bungs in an emergency, 
spanners/ quality adjustable wrench  to fit all nuts on the boat.  
First Aid Kit. 

For operating outside the  estuary refer to the RYA Boat safety hand 
book for a comprehensive list covering inshore sailing. 

Due to the fast tide and shallow waters with large areas of sandbanks it is recommended that 
people have a depth sounder or portable fishfinder that is adequate for gauging depth of water. 
GPS or Chart plotter can be very useful if up to date.  

The club operates mainly on Frequency M2. It is recommended that Cruisers maintain radio 
silence on these channels unless contacting people for information as the Rescue boats use this 
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channel for emergencies. Rescue boats are always available for special events and race days.  
Rescue can be contacted on M2. In extreme emergencies the coast guard on channel 16. 

Always look out for others. 

AS A NEW MEMBER or someone who keeps themselves to themselves what do you do when your boat 
breaks its mooring, or you’re away and you get that dreaded phone call that your boat is adrift, has been 
broken into or damaged,  

WHO YOU GONNA CALL?  

Fellow Cruisers have offered their contact details to assist in such circumstances or even keep an eye on 
your mooring after storm or suspected break-ins.  

To avoid misunderstanding and who has responsibility for what, below is a set of guidelines that we operate 
under and what those volunteers have agreed to as a code of practice. 

Conditions of operation 
Those registered agree to be contacted in case of emergency between the hours of 08:00 
and 20:00, and if available (and only if able to) will attend to help other cruisers deal with 
the situation at hand. Where possible the person requiring help should stipulate what is 
required and any equipment / resources that may be needed. 

Where the owner of a craft or piece of equipment is not present and cannot be contacted 
the members of the group will make safe what they can until the owner can be contacted. 

Mooring and craft checks 
Where possible members will check all DSC craft and their moorings a minimum of once a 
month, and/or after storms, paying particular attention to craft whose owner is known to be 
away.

Checks will include 
• Visual and physical checks on secure fittings of shackles, strops and ropes where 

possible. 
• Visual checks on craft rigging, and security 
• Visual checks looking at potential dangers  
• Where possible members will inform the owner of any concerns, and if necessary 

carry out immediate temporary remedies to ensure no further damage in the short 
term. 

These are voluntary duties carried out in good faith to help fellow cruisers and under no 
circumstances can they be held responsible for any damage to craft. 

To help ensure the system works effectively, if all Cruisers are asked to notify the group if 
they will for some reason be unable to see to their craft for a period of time in excess of 7 
days, or if they remove their craft / associated equipment (trailers, dinghies , etc) from the 
site/moorings. 

Group of Volunteers who may be able to help 
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Vic Allen 07713306919, Mark Collins 07784388751, David Goddard 01270 
626364, Glyn Jones, Steve Mansfield 07905 892708 Ian McLean 0779 639 7044, 
Roy Sheriff 07515339619, Malcolm Southern 07923963626, Duncan Swinson 
07785381667,. Mike Noonan 0790424988.

Membership and fees 

Membership Type   Annual Subscription         Monthly Standing Order               Joining Fee* 
Family       £184         £17          £25 
Full    £144            £13.67   £25 
Junior    £23      n/a    n/a 
Associate   £58      n/a    £25 
Retired   £89    £9/09    £25 
Outport   £44      n/a    £25 
 Boat storage and race entry fees    Annual Subscription     Monthly Standing 
Order 
Boat Parking (all boats)  £98  £9.84  (£8.17with membership) 
Tender / Trailer Parking           £66             £7.17  (7.17 (£5.50 with membership) 
Race Entry (all classes)                             Free                                          n/a 
All subscriptions (except joining fees, junior subscriptions and yacht storage) can 
be paid by monthly standing order. 

* The Administration Fee is a one-off payment 

 Membership should be renewed on the 1st January  
All ‘single payment’ Membership and Storage Fees are to be paid by 31st March. 
 • Only Subscriptions for Family, Full or Retired membership can be paid by 

monthly Standing Order. A charge of £20 is made for Standing Order 
administration. 

 • In order to assist with the reconciliation of individual accounts the Standing 
Order payments MUST be in place to enable the FIRST payment to be 
drawn during JANUARY, 

 • Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. NEW MEMBERS 
• Prospective new members are required to make payment IN FULL, prior to being 

accepted as members. Any NEW member joining after 1st October will not be 
required to pay a membership subscription for the following year
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RACING  
Often viewed by Cruisers as a bad word, but racing offers a wealth of qualities: 

• It helps you hone your sailing skills. 

• It help your crew get a better understanding of what sailing is about and keeps them active. 

• It brings people together and makes for a fun day. 

• It teaches you more on the sailing aspects and qualities of your own boat. 

• Adds to that competitive spirit that a lot of us deny we have  

Here at DSC Racing is a fun word. Yes it has an element of competition but in the main it is fun and 
something to win prizes with. 

Because of this we have our own rules that loosely reflect those of the RYA (using the muddy waters 
of the Dee). 

Rule No 1 : No Spinnakers  

          No 2:  Our Class flag is the the letter “V” 

         No 3:  If conditions are light winds we start using the tide direction regardless of wind direction 

          No 4: For some races we will use the deep channel buoys and with the start being when all        
        boats are roughly in line using the radios for go 

Deep water courses for West – Northwest winds and 8.5m+ tides (See deep water course card) 

Motor out to a mee*ng point between D1 and D2.  

Westerly wind (From point of Ayre) Aintree start - D3 to port – D2 starboard into the local “Pond” and 
round some local cans to finish through the inshore line. 

North Westerly Wind (from Hilbre) Aintree start – D1a to port -  D3 to port – D2 to Starboard and into the 
“Pond” and round some local cans to finish through the inshore line. 

RESCUE 
The Club has three RIBs used for rescue and will often pick cruisers up and bring them ashore at 
the end of sailing. These are manned by volunteers who have a minimum qualification Level 2 
Power Boat and preferably Safety boat qualification.  

Every year there is a shortage of people to cover rescue, this means that the same people are called 
upon time and time again to ensure the safety of others. If you or any of your family would like to 
get involved in rescue and learn to handle a RIB contact Anne  pip531@hotmail.co.uk 
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Cruising 2020

In 2020 we propose  to hold: two shakedown cruises that will take us around the bay, some two 
tide / overnight sails, and a Cruising week in June Solstice week. 

To take part in the long distance events it is essential your boat is in a seaworthy condition and 
you have at least one of the shorter runs under your belt if this is your first adventure. 

A handy reminder from PBOFor safety purposes it is useful to have a VHF radio (You 
should have a licence to use one). 
Warm clothing even when the weather is hot 
Charts for the area being sailed 
Flares 
Binoculars 
Fire fighting equipment 
A first aid kit 
Basic tool kit  
Anchor 
Compass 
Powerful Torch 
Bailer/handpump 
Horn 
Some rigging spares: shackles, bottle screws, split pins etc. 
High energy bars, food and fresh water. 

If unsure talk to other sailors and find out what they take /recommend. 

It is useful to have a comprehensive check list that meets the requirements 
of your sailing. 
The next page shows check lists from PBO, you can construct your own 

Modern Sailing ? 

What equipment should I have? 
A sailing boat is a good start. When it comes to 
modern sailing electronic gadgetry can add to the 
already high cost of owning a boat, then there is 
the task of getting the equipment to talk to each 
other. Then you will need ways to keep all the 
equipment live by providing continuous suitable 
power, and finally ways to keep it free from 
damage, knocks, loosing it overboard, saltwater/
water damage, overheating.  

Of course you also need to know how to use each gadget. Will gadgets make you a 
better sailor NO. Will they assist you ABSOLUTELY, if sense prevails.  For most sailing 
organised by the club your essentials would be: Handheld VHF radio (a fixed radio is 
better) for any VHF set you will need a Radio licence.  
Some form of GPS is useful but not essential. This can take the form of a chart plotter, 
radio, smartphone, iPad/ tablet, computer or a gps unit.  
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Since the beginning of time in the tech world of boats I have owned some form of gadget 
or other from the still functional and high quality first Casio tide watch and computer 
software Navionics, that I used to operate from my then laptop computer, connected to a 
gps arial and plugged into a Maplin 240v to12V inverter. How the battery did suffer 
without the engine running, and the wind vane struggling to keep the battery powered. 

Many years and purchases have led me to appreciating what is useful, what is a gadget 
and what is essential.  

Essential: VHS Radio 
                 Depth finder / Echo sounder. Fish finders we find are more accurate easy to  
                 set up and cheap. Essential for safe navigation on the Dee 
                 Ipad (other tablets available but not as good) with Navionics on it. 
                 Some people prefer a Chart-plotter. Excellent piece of kit and most useful  
                 when I started sailing but then I realised I could have a 10” screen (more  
                 today) with Navionics, Tide and current strength tables, AIS, plus my emails,  
                 phone connections, Almanac, anchor alarm, Log book, engine maintenance  
                 log, windfinder and weather stations as well as a barometer, compass, first aid  
                 manual, and safe skipper manual in addition to navigation aids and sea safety  
                 reminders. All for a fraction of the price of a Chartplotter the same size. 
                Solar panel enough to trickle charge your battery at least. 

Most useful: Wind speed indicator (you can have a wind vane, but to look at this all the 
time gives me a sore neck).  speed log (now available without the paddlewheel). 

The environment

Dee Sailing Club is keen that all members respect the environment and those we share 
our activities with. 

It is important we remove all rubbish from the area where our boats are stored.  
it is important that you follow manufacturers recommendations when using harmful or 
dangerous materials. 
Cleaning up after you is important. 
It is important to keep your boat in a respectable condition, cleaned and washed. 

Sharing our space 
The area in which we sail is a rich habitat for a vast variety of wildlife and it is our duty to 
make sure we do not disturb, endanger or disrupt it, especially in breading seasons.  

Trips to seal island of Hilbre should only be done outside of seal breeding season 
(late August September) 
Visits to island must not disturb the seals. Dogs and Children should be restrained 
from disturbing seals. 
It is important we do not litter the seas. TAKE YOUR RUBBISH HOME. 
If you wish to fish please check on the rules for the area in which you sail. 
The Wirral is a major stopping point for Birds travelling long distance. It is important 
we stay clear of migratory birds and large flocks gathering on the sandbanks. 

      Thank you for your consideration 
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Don’t forget If you have ideas  to improve this or add pages please 
let me know
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